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Open the Lesson: Open the lesson with something like this: "Let's say you are a carpenter and the house you
build accidentally falls down and crushes its owner. This first form of paper money was not actually much of a
success and, for larger transactions, merchants still preferred the greater security of silver ingots. A piece of
written text read orally is often quite incomprehensible to a listener because of the large number of
homophones. Free Presentations in PowerPoint format. In doing so, student learning will focus on
understanding ways in which the ancient Chinese were both isolated and unified as a people. Start Producing:
The Ancient Chinese. They use Internet sources to research government, religion, arts, human rights,
education, Ancient China Lesson Plan. A Desert Discovery. Aug 7, Collection of lessons, videos, activities,
webpages, that address learning about ancient China. Little is known about the grammar of this language, but
it seems much less reliant on grammatical particles than Classical Chinese. In China, Literary Chinese was
only replaced by Written Vernacular Chinese baihua , the modern written standard, after the May fourth
movement in  Draw a timeline that stretches around the classroom. This orderly technique allowed farmers to
irrigate more effectively and produce a higher crop yield. The different activities require different amounts of
time â€” please select those which will be of most value to your own students and situation. Ancient China:
religion. These may or may not actually be related to China. To represent such words the phonographic
principle was adopted. Ancient Chinese Dynasties Location: 6th gr. At the core of Confucianism are five
cardinal virtues â€” benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom, faithfulness. Beginning Precut the
tangram shapes. Let students explore the foot statue for themselves. Gold for Salt. An informal assessment
will be given verbally. Use worksheet to list things you see in the movie that tell you about ancient China.
Dragons By Michelle Mrakovich from Mayfield Middle School, Mayfield, Ohio The so-called "May Fourth"
or "new culture" movement began in China around , following the failure of the Revolution to establish a
republican government, and continued through the s. Greek Urns - A lesson plan that helps students reproduce
patterns on Ancient Greek urns source Hoops - Printable directions for playing an Ancient Greek game that
develops concentration and agility source Make a Mask of Medusa - Print out patterns and directions for
making a mask of this mythological Gorgons face Ancient Egypt. AP World History - Entire year. Detailed
lesson plan. Then read the third proverb and ask what this proverb is trying to teach. Powerpoint: San People
of the Kalahari Desert. Examine the meaning of family in ancient Chinese society.


